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The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain

Introduction to AI Bots
in Insurance
With the growing consensus on the 
potential of chatbots in the insurance 
industry, companies are putting efforts 
into transforming their customer 
experience and strengthening customer 
service capacity. It’s been observed in 
the last couple of years that the market 
for engaging chatbots is heating up at a 
CAGR of 24.3% and is supposed to 
reach a whopping USD $1.25 billion by 
2025.[1] As policyholders and potential 
prospects increasingly prefer online 
policy purchases, insurers are in great 
need to create a distinguished customer 
experience.

Today, customers expect their queries to 
be answered on their terms and as 
quickly as possible. But how? What are 
the significant factors to create a 
superior customer experience?
Speed. Convenience. Knowledge. 
Intuitiveness.

According to PwC, nearly 80% of US 
consumers prefer these four factors as 
the most important elements of a 
positive customer experience while 
consumers outside the U.S. value 
speed more.[2]

This necessity of insurance companies to meet customer expectations has 
given birth to a challenge of how to use a new technology that can adopt 
the “human touch” and “build real connections” without frustrating 
customers and empowering employees simultaneously. For bringing 
empathy to technology that understands customer concerns, insurance 
carriers are acquiring humanlike bots.
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Fig. 1 shows how different industries are using AI, AI chatbots, and voice-activated personal assistants across the global market.
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Bots are coming of age in insurance. The 
technology not only engages customers 
but also automates numerous tasks in 
combination with advanced Machine 
Learning (ML), Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), Robotic Process 
Automation (RPA), and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI). The integration of bots 
to core systems by insurance companies 
can help eliminate asynchronous 
communication at once, dealing with the 
unnecessary delays in customer 
response time. Today’s advanced bots 
can autocomplete or auto-respond with 
relevant information to a customer query 
and offer a personalized suggestion with 
omnichannel, round-the-clock, and 
multilingual support. When used 
effectively, bots can enhance customer 
loyalty and brand engagement while 
getting hold of operational costs and 
increasing revenues.  

Across the world, businesses are relying 
on bots to alleviate thousands of basic 
customer service requests. For instance, 
RightSure Insurance Group, an 
Arizona-based, full-service independent 
insurance firm licensed to conduct 
business in 42 states, reinforced its 
after-hour customer service by deploying 
a bot during COVID-19. The adoption of 
chatbot technology helped them gain 
positive responses and complete over 
1,000 transactions within the first six 
months.[3]

By examining the possibilities a 
bot can offer by implementing 
automated service capabilities, 
insurance carriers can make their 
way to their potential prospects 
and win the loyalty of existing 
policyholders. 
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The Emergence of Bots
in Insurance 
Bots make the best options for insurance 
companies striving to bring mass 
personalization and speedy service to 
their customers. Their potential to add 
invaluable insights, and personalized 
suggestions, improve customer and 
agent experience and cut costs, makes 
them a key business driver.  

Enterprises across the globe have been 
experimenting with bots for more than 
50 years, commencing their journey with 

the very first ELIZA in 1966 at MIT 
(leveraged NLP). After which Clippy 
(Microsoft) came into existence in 1996 
using Bayesian algorithms. Clippy was 
designed for Office users. Then came Siri 
(Apple) in 2008 with an aforesaid 
technology. But all these bots could not 
connect with their customers, lacking 
meaningful data and insights in their 
early iterations. 

Journey of Bots
in Insurance

Clippy

Insurance 
messenger bot 

Siri

2008

1996

Eliza

1996

AI bot

2021

2017
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Fig. 2 covers the emergence of chatbots and the adoption of AI. 
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In 2017, Artificial Intelligence took a 
transformational turn which was then 
adopted by various business verticals in 
a controlled environment. The 
technology enhanced automated 
environments for maximum productivity 
on digital platforms. Apparently, 
insurance companies can gain a lot from 
investing in AI-enabled technology that 
can help them automate the scheduling 
of executive-level tasks and enrich 
service quality by helping agents make 
the right decisions and irrefutable 
judgments. 

The same year, the insurance tech guru 
Steve Anderson, on a podcast with Peter 
van Aartrijk, CEO of Aartrijk, mentioned 
chatbots as an emerging technology (the 
phrase was borrowed from Mike 
Fitzgerald of Celent), gaining more 
visibility.[4] On the contrary,
CJ Hutsenpiller, a Private Client Advisor 
at Hutsenpiller Insurance, on another 

podcast called 2017’s messenger bots (the ones 
adopted on Facebook) gimmicky. To simply put, 
bots started their journey in the insurance 
landscape with polar opposite expert opinions.  

As per 2021’s IBV report, 50% of customers 
ranked personalized digital communications as a 
high priority, yet only 17% of insurers reported 
to be using them.[5] But, in the present day, 
insurance companies are gravitated toward 
creating an omnichannel environment for their 
customers. Having on-site bot capability allows 
customers to walk through common questions 
with limited to no human intervention. The bot 
can also route the complex concerns to the 
appropriate customer service operator with a 
prioritization concern for faster issue resolution. 
Since the beginning of 2022, insurance carriers 
are actively leveraging the advanced bot 
technology to streamline customer interactions 
and learn more about customer intent using their 
online behavior. 

Acceptance of Artificial Intelligence Chatbot by customer - industry

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain

Fig. 3 displays the acceptance of artificial intelligence chatbots by customers across different industries.
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Benefits of Insurance Bots
After the insurance industry stayed resistant to 
technological changes for centuries, it is now 
undergoing a digital revolution. From the integration 
of user-friendly mobile applications, auto-filled 
eForms, real-time status updates to instant claim 
validation, and automated operations, the digital 
shift in insurance can help companies meet new 
customer expectations and improve their internal 
processes and overall profitability. 

An EY’s NextWave Insurance study found that the 
insurance industry will make 25%-35% 
improvements in combined operating ratios.[6] 

Besides such motivating factors, insurance firms still 
need other valid reasons to tap into the vast 
capabilities of digital transformation – benefits for 
their business as well as customers, which will 
eventually assist them in the longer run. 
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Fig. 4 A detailed
list of benefits of adopting
an insurance bot.
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1

3 Reduced cost and increased 
sales
In various operations in the insurance industry, 
such as insurance quotation requests, claim 
submissions, policy renewals, scheduling an 
appointment with a claims adjustor, or new 
policyholder onboarding, automated bots can 
transform how insurance companies interact 
and do business with their customers.

2 Targeted support to improve 
customer relationships
Having the capability of a self-evolving AI bot, 
insurance bots can learn as they go. They can 
read their customers’ intent and develop 
personas to serve them better. Their functionality 
covers sending out personalized emails with 
custom-built policy offers. The inquirers can be 
segregated into different personas based on 
relevance. With customization, customers won’t 
treat emails as spam.

Reduced workload and more 
team productivity
Using RPA and AI-powered bots, businesses can 
automate a multitude of work processes and 
streamline several backend operations. It reduces 
the workload of the sales and marketing team. 
With basic and random customer queries being 
taken care of by the bot, customer service 
operators can invest their time on concerns 
requiring human intervention. This technology 
adoption will also enable professionals with 
enough time to convert prospects and leads into 
confirmed policy sales. 

For Insurers 

So far, traditional methods turned out 
to be working great in most insurance 
cases. Yet, there are issues that once 
addressed can get rid of delayed wait 
times, language barriers, and a high 
volume of client requests including 
calls and emails. These concerns lead 
to increased personnel costs and 
gradually end up in poor prioritization 
of customer complaints and a 
weakened customer experience. 

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain 7
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4 Effective customer engagement 
in a competetive market
The incremental adaptation of an insurance bot 
allows agencies to set up periodic updates, send 
customized promotions, offer real-time status 
checks, and automate multiple processes. The 
deployment of an intelligent bot has the 
potential of humanizing an otherwise solitary 
and sterile-looking insurance carrier website.

6 Fraud detection
In 2020, insurance professionals suspected 18% 
of claims to contain fraud, which rose to 20% in 
2022.[7] The AI-driven bots are capable of 
flagging frauds with their advanced fraud 
detection algorithms. Insurance bots can also 
detect and prevent unnoticed odd transactions, 
making it a safe environment for the customers 
and the insurance carrier. 

5 Generate leads and drive 
insurance policies
The conversational bots offer an interface, 
enabling customers to use natural language for 
interaction, thus, simplifying visitor engagement. 
The underlying technology of the bot, which 
includes Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine 
Learning (ML) allows it to make humanlike 
conversations drive visitors to submit their 
contact information, eventually generating leads. 
The smart bots pass the gathered data to the 
policy agents while nurturing the leads and 
warming them up for the sales professionals,  
improving sales funnel efficiencies.   

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain 8
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7 Guided conversations
Bots can answer complex questions with the 
help of guided conversation technology. It is a set 
of pre-selected answers and can be considered a 
precursor to detailed information for any given 
query. The technology is very much like a 
flowchart, leading the conversations to a specific 
territory in order to deliver the anticipated 
solution for the customer.

8 More efficiency and convenience
In comparison to emails and phone calls, 
customers look for a significantly more efficient 
solution. They expect a quick fix for situations 
like searching for an answer to a query while 
working at the office or during the nighttime. 
Such situations can be covered with smart 
insurance bots. Post-bot deployment, businesses 
can save more time and money on routine 
customer support operations. By using a bot, the 
team can focus on their urgent tasks. 

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain 9



For Customers 

The biggest asset of an insurance 
company is its clients. Their clientele 
has access to an abundance of 
information, freely available on the 
Internet. Being in a competitive space, 
insurance companies continuously try 
to outdo each other. With numerous 
policy options available through 
various agencies, customers are now 
not bound to stick by just one insurer 
throughout their life.

1 Reduced customer response 
time[8]

Timeliness plays a key role in customer 
satisfaction. The time taken to respond and 
resolve a request from prospects and 
policyholders can make a primary differentiator 
for various competing agencies. The quick 
responses can make or break the trust between 
an inquirer and the insurance carriers.

3 24*7 support availability and 
ease of communication
The bot is programmed to handle multiple 
customer requests simultaneously. It can offer 
round-the-clock support to inquirers and 
policyholders. The repository a bot is 
connected to is usually filled with common, 
routine questions. It also contains information 
on different clauses, terms and conditions, 
questions, and arguments, making it way easier 
for a bot to resolve basic queries than a human
can with clear communication. 

2 Simplification of the claims 
process
An automated insurance bot can eliminate 
paperwork completely. Insurance claims are 
considered a tedious process by almost 
everyone. Bots can ensure that the customers 
save as much time and effort as possible on 
paperwork. Generally, settlement of claims 
requires the intervention of multiple 
professionals – agents, inspectors, and various 
other unavailable employees at the time.

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain 10
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4 Help customers find the right 
policy
The huge amount of data stored in an insurance 
bot empowers it to transform the data into useful 
insights and showcase a list of relevant policy 
offers and promotions to the inquirers. An 
artificial intelligent bot can come up with the 
best possible options from the available policies 
for the customers. They are equipped with the 
technology to figure out a tailor-made policy 
depending on the customer’s needs.

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain 11



Use of Intelligent Bots in
Insurance Value Chain Examples and Impact 

Considering bot technology as a time accelerant, insurers can adopt it to push their businesses ahead of their 
competitors. With the growing popularity of bots, insurance companies should be aware of how to leverage 
the AI bot technology to its maximum. 

Not applicable High priority Medium priority Low priority 
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Fig. 5 gives you a clear picture of the detailed insurance value chain and the adoption of an intelligent bot throughout.
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Product Management 
Insurance products can be quite complex to understand. Organizations put in their efforts to bring in 
discipline and structure for developing, maintaining, and introducing new insurance products, 
following the product lifecycle policy and the general insurance strategy. Product management is a 
holistic approach that helps insurance companies to define and manage the evolution of products over 
a period. It happens in a cross-reference to all the individual product parts and their use. With proper 
product management, businesses can get multiple benefits, such as faster time to market a product 
(reducing the downstream implementation time), ability to collaborate with a distributed team in 
real-time, improved governance, and reduced project risks.[10] 

When talking about insurance, regulations become unavoidable. For a chatbot to function 
effectively, it requires information from internal systems as well as the outside world. With a 
robust governance framework along with sophisticated ML algorithms, a bot that is 
contextualized to specific business requirements can help chatbots to remain in compliance 
and perform regulatory reporting. 

Regulatory reporting

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain

AI Bot Security Checklist

End-to-end Encryption

Processes and Protocols

Authentication and Authorization

Education and Awareness

Fig. 6 depicts what a bot security checklist consists of.
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Marketing, Sales, and Distribution 
Customer behavior and engagement on support calls, emails, and social media communications 
provide a holistic picture of marketing and sales. NLP models are capable of analyzing these 
interactions to draw insightful patterns and develop new marketing campaigns. Along with these 
techniques, voice recognition can detect emotions in customer speech, which can later be used to 
improve personalization. 

Customers look for a quick response time when it comes to query resolution. In such a 
case, the presence of an all-time available bot increases the chance of lead conversion 
and meets customer expectations. 

Research by J.D. Power, American 
consumer research, data, and analytics 
firm, suggests that 42% of customers 
prefer using live chat versus email. 
Customers have observed websites as a 
static medium of extracting information. 
Deploying an intelligent bot for their 
support adds another layer of 
engagement, bringing an excellent 
customer experience. Apart from that, 
they can also encourage customers to 
drop positive reviews and collect 
feedback.

Lead generation 

Thank you for reaching out to us 👋.

Compare the best insurance policies
from leading insurance companies
in Miami, FL.

What type of insurance are you
looking for today?

Personal Insurance Auto Insurance

Home Insurance Business Insurance

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain 14
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Based on different queries and user inputs, a bot can segregate customers into multiple 
categories and provide them with relevant quotes and information. This data can be 
instrumental for the sales team to retrieve a full context of potential customers’ needs 
and wants, serving them accordingly. The bots can also be programmed in a way to 
compare different quotations. 

For example, AA Ireland, one of the 
largest automotive service companies 
that provide rescue services, and 
personal lines insurance in the country, 
increased customer conversion by over 
11% with its ‘Quote-to-Sale’ bot. The 
bot could be activated from the AA 
quotation page, helping the customers 
to navigate and interact with the form 
to get the right coverage at the right 
price. In case of more customer 
assistance, the conversation was then 
smoothly transferred to a human agent 
without hindering the process. 

Quote / illustration 

Are you looking for focused quotes from
the main insurance companies?

We are one stop for all your
insurance-related questions and needs.

Then you are at the right place 😃

Welcome to policy planner 👋
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AI bots are now advanced enough to support multiple channels while creating an omnichannel 
experience. It’s easier to deploy them across social media channels, supporting easy 
integrations with Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, Signal, WeChat, Skype, and even SMSes. 
Apart from these digital platforms, bots can also be deployed to widespread media, such as 
websites and mobile applications, covering customers with whichever channel they opt for.  

If used in the channel support process, the chatbot allows customers to move seamlessly from 
one communication channel to another in their buyer journey. It eliminates repetitions of the 
same process or the need to involve a human agent. 

Channel support 

Insurance bots can be used for marketing. The employed chatbots can automate interactions with 
prospects to drive revenue. It qualifies and engages leads round the clock. Besides that, insurance 
companies can promote their policies with targeted messaging. Sending personalized offers can 
boost customer engagement and increase brand visibility. Moreover, the data extracted during 
customer interaction can be utilized for running targeted marketing campaigns. 

Campaign 

An intelligent bot can read customers’ intent, interests, and willingness to purchase. In such a 
scenario, the bot can recommend the existing policyholders a related product. Offering a policy 
add-on after analyzing customer needs increases the chances of purchase.  

When used with a strategy, an insurance chatbot can make both types of sales – upsell and 
cross-sell. When policyholders approach a bot for information on a certain product, it can 
present them with similar and complementary products from the one they initially looked for. 

Upsell / cross-sell 

As per a Facebook study, 69% of US consumers feel more confident about the brand in being 
able to message them directly.[11] These customers are more likely to end up purchasing online. 
That is where an insurance bot fits in. They act as a bridge between a brand and its potential 
customers by building a relationship. They are capable of distinguishing leads based on their 
purchase intent. The initial conversations with the bot can help in understanding if the leads lie 
further down the purchase funnel. In such a case, the bot can assign them higher intent scores 
before passing them to sales representatives as qualified leads. 

Product recommendations 

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain 16
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Underwriting and Risk Rating
Insurance companies underwrite to gauge the risks associated with an applicant for insuring a small 
business. It determines if the insurer will accept the application. The key purpose of underwriting is to 
segment applicants into different groups that present similar risks and accept, deny or limit the 
coverage for each group. Another factor that is linked to underwriting is rating. The underwriting 
process can then be used to assign a rating and a price based on the assumed cost for the financial 
responsibility of the applicant's potential claim. 

Chatbots can also be adopted for document intake and processing. They can be built in a 
way that they allow claims or identity-related documents upload. AI-driven bots can 
analyze these documents on the go for faster processing, accepting, rejecting, or 
redirecting them in case of a discrepancy. These bots are intelligent enough to pick up 
customer information from these documents, thereby, enhancing the customer 
experience.  

Document submission 

Automated underwriting is primarily 
technology-driven that provides the user 
with a generated loan decision.
An AI bot designed to assist with 
underwriting can enhance the 
processing time for various loan types. 
Risk analysis and evaluation are a 
thorough process that gets tedious for 
underwriters. That’s where underwriters 
can get help. The bots can automatically 
highlight the risks hidden in various 
documents. Once the risks are predicted 
by extracting key information, loan 
decisions can be made within minutes. 
Insurers can also scale the entire process 
to one click by integrating bots with 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) intelligence. 

Underwriting

I would like to know more about your services

I would like to get in touch with you

Click here

Hey welcome! 👋

We provide offshore underwriting
services for workers’ compensation.

How can we help you today? 😃

17



Fraud detection and management is another function where an AI bot can make a 
difference. When text analytics is integrated with NLP for a chatbot, it can scan for 
ambiguities and discrepancies while rating risks depending on all the claims received. It 
can liberate insurance companies from fraudulent claims, human errors, and various 
inaccuracies by identifying data patterns in claim reports.

Intelligent chatbots are designed in a way to automate policy management, thus, helping 
in policy issuance and modifications to reduce costs and human effort. Considering a 
scenario where the pre-underwriting checks have already been completed at the policy 
issue and an underwriting decision is made. However, the customer must be notified 
immediately about any issues of policy by the insurer. The same information needs to be 
updated in the company’s internal systems. This process is prone to errors when done 
manually. Using Intelligent Automation (IA), insurance carriers can streamline insurance 
policy issuance that will save time, and speed up internal operations. 

Fraud management  

Policy issue 

IMPROVE LOSS RATIO

STAY AHEAD OF DEVELOPING FRAUD SCHEMES

INCREASE INVESTIGATOR EFFICIENCY

IMPROVE ANALYTICS

INCREASE REAL-TIME ANALYTICS

59% 

53% 

52% 

46% 

43% 
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Fig. 7 showcases the top benefits of implementing fraud detection.
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Claims Management
Many instances indicate insurance companies strengthening their claims processes using 
intelligent bots. Metromile, a pay-per-mile car insurance provider, adopted a bot that can validate 
and approve 70 to 80% of their claims immediately. Adopting an efficient process assists in 
generating positive customer sentiments and boosts profitability. For customers fed up with the 
long wait and continuous transfer of calls from one professional to another, bots present a much 
better customer experience. The bot can resolve claims within seconds. They allow cost-effective 
operations, leading to better customer experience, which in turn translates into better revenues. 
From a monetary perspective, bots make a strategic tool, especially in the insurance industry.

Bots can be designed to help customers lodge a claim. This gives policyholders the opportunity 
to file a claim using the bot, instead of making a call directly to the company. Especially for the 
younger demographic, who relies on messaging frequently. As bots offer 24*7 availability, 
customers can acknowledge claims, get status updates and pull up any information on the 
insureds for a more personalized claims journey.

Claims FNOL

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain

Millennials
Lead Chatbot Usage

40%

of millennials chat with bots daily

67%

of US millennials purchased from
brands through a chatbot
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Claims validation

Machine Learning when combined with NLP
and Pattern Recognition empowers chatbots to 
differentiate between fraudulent and valid claims. 
An intelligent bot can check if the claims are 
validated by extracting data from the uploaded 
invoices, images, and other documents. The bot
can then validate the claims in the most
efficient manner possible. 

Being a self-evolving bot, it gets easier for them to develop anomaly detection abilities by 
analyzing massive data on previous valid and fraudulent claims. For example, for vehicle 
insurance, the bot can examine the damage patterns and repairs to determine whether a claim 
is probably fraudulent or not. With the increase in data at every transaction, it improves its 
ability to predict with accuracy.

Using historical claims report analysis, AI can generate structured data sets and templates for new 
claims, improving efficiency and speeding up processing. Depending on the type of insurance, 
there could be a requirement for physical or eligibility verification. For example, for auto insurance, 
the assessment might require inspection for physical damage, which will determine the liabilities 
depending upon the context.

Claims assessment

In case of separate First Notice of Loss (FNOL) 
and formal claim filing processes, insurance 
chatbots can cut down the significant time of 
filling out lengthy claim forms and submitting 
documents and images. The bots can then 
easily guide the customers through the entire 
process. Advanced bots can also check for 
already available documents to reduce the time 
further. For a customer, it means fewer 
documents to file for each claim. While for 
insurers, it reduces data management, 
acquisition efforts, and costs.

Claims applications / claims filing

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain

Have you been involved in an accident?

Let me help you with this. 👍

Shall we get started? 🙂

Yep, What details though?

Just share your details and
your claim will be on its way.

20



When a company disburses the insurance amount to the policyholder or the nominee, the 
process falls under claims settlement. The final settlement of the claim comes with the 
payment. If a claims settlement process happens using traditional methods, policyholders 
might feel spending unnecessary time consumption, contributing to customer 
dissatisfaction. The time taken to settle a claim can make or break an insurer-insured 
relationship.

But it is a relatively trivial task for an intelligent chatbot. Using the underlying machine 
learning algorithm, an AI bot can settle a claim in a secure environment. The adopted 
algorithms will ensure that it quickly settles claims after checking their legitimacy and 
payment status.

Claims settlement

The Adoption of Bots Across the Insurance Value Chain 21



Payments
As consumers’ interest in digital payments continues to grow, there’s a high possibility that 
policyholders feel the same way about paying insurance bills using AI bots. A multi-tasking chatbot 
can also allow customers to inquire about missing insurance payments or report any errors. The 
request can then be forwarded to an agent (based on the bot’s maturity). An insurance bot can be 
trained to close customer accounts, ensuring all the charges are paid in full. The bot would just 
require the customer’s user ID and a list of questions to be answered to forward the request to an 
agent or share the status of their claims.

LVM Insurance, one of the leading insurance groups in Germany, used a live chat to respond to 
customers asking for the status of their damage claim.

The bot can send payment reminders and alerts, automating the entire payment process 
by creating a secure channel. In the case of a customer’s insurance claims, bots can be 
programmed and configured in a way to follow up with them on the existing ones. It can 
also notify customers of upcoming payments, thus, simplifying the payment process 
across the customer’s preferred channel.

Payment process improvement

Present your customers with the easily available option of payment refund in case of any error. 
Even at the time of canceling an insurance policy, such as in the case of gap insurance 
cancellation, the bot can calculate the gap insurance refund by checking the policy expiration 
date. The insurance bot can then look for the details of how much you paid for your gap 
insurance premium, helping customers to initiate the refund process. 

Payment refund
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Customer Service
Insurers invest a lot of resources in customer support to keep their policyholders informed 
and pleased. As per MIT Technology Review, nearly 90% of surveyed businesses reported 
measurable improvements in the speed of complaint resolution (post chatbot adoption). In 
order to achieve this, insurance companies can employ NLP (an applied AI) in their 
chatbots to save time and cost by generating structured feedback based on customer 
requests. Bots can improve customer communications by integrating voice, image, and 
video recognition by detecting their emotions and sentiments.

Opportunity to Shift the Mix of Customer Contacts
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Fig. 8 exhibits the evolution of technology from call centers to virtual assistants / digital assistants.
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Intelligent bots can eliminate manual e�ort on repetitive processes related to policy 
endorsements. This created inconsistency in the quality of output, backlog resulting from high 
volume, and the inability to be available every second. All these factors can lead to a negative 
impact on customer experience. It presents an opportunity of improving employee satisfaction 
with the help of AI bots. The chatbots can release human agents from their repetitive tasks and 
ensure their time is being spent on higher-level business goals.

Policy endorsements

Research shows that if a customer query is not responded to within its first five minutes, the 
odds of converting them into a lead decrease by more than 400%. The presence of an insurance 
chatbot in such a situation will not only remarkably increase the conversion rate but also 
gratifies the user with an instant reply. With instantaneous responses, insurance companies will 
be able to decrease their operational costs.

Customer queries
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Fig. 9 Top 20-30 end-to-end processes can account upto 40%

of cost and 80-90% of customer activity.

Fig. 10 Significant potential to increase
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Integrating automation with bots improves e�ciency, accuracy, and employee satisfaction. 
It can also reduce spending on policy endorsements by:  

 Customer information update  
 Mortgage update 
 Application of risk improvement discount (protective discount, roof update) 
 Wind hail / hurricane coverage exclusion 
 Mine subsidence coverage inclusion 
 Third-party nomination 

Most policyholders don’t pay heed to every minute detail of their policies and often find 
themselves navigating through the policy documents. Considering an insured wanting to 
check if the policy covers their spouses or which hospitals are covered under the cashless 
scheme. Such scenarios require an all-time available customer service where customers 
can get their answers as quickly as possible. With people being tech-savvy these days, 
bots make the most convenient option. A smart bot can easily assist policyholders to find 
answers to all their questions, instantly. 

AI bots can be adopted for policy renewals in various ways: policy renewal reminder 
automation, policy information updates, alerts before renewals lapse, hassle-free 
document management, social media platform integration, and competitive policy offers. 
Enhancing customer experiences open ways to several business benefits. For example, 
with an efficient renewal process, businesses can witness an increased retention rate, thus, 
saving human agents’ time for complex renewal issues.

Policy renewals
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The future of bots in insurance
2025 and beyond
In upcoming years, the insurance 
industry can expect several 
advancements in claims management, 
damage analysis, and cost estimation 
through image recognition, and 
automated self-service guidance. As 
first-level automation, bots will be able 
to scan through pictures and videos to 
settle claims and resolve fraud detection 
in insurance automatically.  

The future of insurance is customers. 
Experts believe insurance companies 
with a targeted focus on digital and 
customer-centric strategies can achieve 
brighter future. To bring such strategies 
to action, insurers need self-service 
technologies which are capable of 
pushing customers at the forefront of 

the business. Artificial intelligent bots 
bring the optimal solution to the table 
with their customer-centric technology 
integrated with self-service experience.  

Insurance carriers need to understand if 
bots can address their pain points 
around customer service or even strike 
the right balance with their human 
counterparts to enhance customer 
experience. So, while it might take a 
while before policyholders and 
customers are fully accustomed to the 
intelligent bots, it’s clear that 
conversational AI have already made its 
way into the insurance industry and is 
here to stay. 
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